To answer a question that arose during the first round of peer review, the contaminants are assessed for their influence over final results. So a table with contaminants, one minus only abundant contaminants, and one with all removed will be kept and assessed downstream.
cont <-grep( cont , row.names(rw.map)) # which samples are controls cont. [-cont, -cont3 .otus] # take out big 3
Next:
• Plant sequences are always in 16S datasets, so one way to remove them is to call them by name "Streptophyta." These get removed.
• Do the same for mitochondrial sequences.
• Remove lab contaminants identified above.
• Remove OTUs that are represented by only 1 or 2 sequences -these lend little to community analysis and slow down the whole works.
• The last step is to rarefy all samples to an even sampling depth, in this case 7000 sequences per sample. rw.taxo <-rw.taxo [-cont3.otus, ] streptophyta <-grep( Streptophyta , rw.taxo$taxa.names) mitochondria <-grep( mitochondria , rw.taxo$taxa.names) rw. [, -c(which(colSums(rw. 
rm(rw.taxo)
So we're left with 357000 sequences in 51 samples and 7404 OTUs.
Configure sample metadata
The mapping file (metadata for each sample) was loaded in during the first step. First, we line up samples with the OTU table row names since it is now in shape. Then there is lots of baggage that comes along with mapping files. Factor variables must be retrained, and then we add three colors that will be used in analysis.
# mapping file map <-rw.map [row.names(rw.7k ), ] # reorder to match rm(rw.map) # remove old one # then reorder a few factors for convenience. map$individ <-factor(map$individ, levels=c(as.character(levels(map$individ)[1:17]))) map$location <-factor(map$location, levels=c( index , thumb , phone )) map$type <-factor(map$type, levels=c( c , o , p )) map$dominance <-factor(map$dominance, levels=c( r , l )) map$gender <-factor(map$gender, levels=c( f , m )) map$wash <-factor(map$wash, levels=c( y , n )) map <-map [, c(3, 5, 7, 8, 9) ] # create colors for plotting ease map$bg <-gray30 # phones map$bg[map$location == index ] <-cornflowerblue map$bg[map$location == thumb ] <-darkorange
And create a few more variables. map$loc.gen <-paste(map$location, map$gender, sep= . ) map$location2 <-as.character(map$location) map$location2[map$location2 != phone ] <-finger map$location2 <-factor(map$location2) map$loc.gen2 <-factor(paste(map$location2, map$gender, sep= . ), levels=c( finger.f , phone.f , finger.m , phone.m ))
index <-which(map$location == index ) thumb <-which(map$location == thumb ) finger <-which(map$location2 == finger ) m <-which(map$gender == m ) f <-which(map$gender == f ) p <-which(map$location == phone )
Also, a quick function to print simple L A T E Xtables over and over.
pxtable <-function(tab, capt= ) { print(xtable(tab, caption=capt), comment=FALSE, timestamp=FALSE)#, type= html ) }
Generate taxonomy figure
Taxonomy information, as QIIME gives it, is pretty useless raw. So we have to parse this into a workable data frame, and then use that for figures. First, rename and save on typing! Then the separation between taxonomic levels is used to split strings. A couple more steps and then we have a data frame with 7 taxonomic levels and one last column for total abundance across the rarefied dataset.
tt <-rw.taxo.7k tt2 <-as.character(gsub ( [[:alpha:] ]{1,1}\\_\\_ , , tt$taxa.names)) tt3 <-strsplit(tt2, split= ; ) ttl <-unlist(lapply(tt3, length)) tt4 <-data.frame ( kingdom=sapply(tt3, function(x) Then the same thing is done, but to generate standard errors for bar graph error bars. It is the same big ugly code chunk, but FUN=sd is used as the final arguement. SE must be calculated by hand in r, so there is one extra step, and then they are reversed so the big bars are on top in descending order.
se <-function(x) {sd(x)/sqrt(length(x))} rw.7k.rel <-rw.7k/7000 ph.se <-data.frame( Now we have data in place to make a barplot by hand:
par(mar=c(5,7,2,2), las=1, font.lab=1) mids <-barplot(as.matrix(ph.mean), beside=TRUE, horiz=TRUE, las=1, xlim=c(0,.6), border= white , xlab= , axisnames=FALSE, col=c( cornflowerblue , darkorange , gray30 ), xaxt= n , font.lab=2) abline(v=c(seq(.1, .6, .1)), col= white , lwd=.5) arrows(unlist(c(ph.mean-ph.se)), unlist(c(mids)), unlist(c(ph.mean+ph.se)), unlist(c(mids)), code=3, angle=90, length=.01) axis(1, at=c (0,.1,.2,.3,.4,.5,.6), labels=c(0,10,20,30,40,50,60) fir.mean <-data.frame(matrix(NA, 4, 10)) row.names(fir.mean) <-levels(map$loc.gen2) names(fir.mean) <-colnames(fir.table.10) fir.se <-data.frame(matrix(NA, 4, 10)) row.names(fir.se) <-levels(map$loc.gen2) names(fir.se) <-colnames(fir. act.mean <-data.frame(matrix(NA, 4, 10)) row.names(act.mean) <-levels(map$loc.gen2) names(act.mean) <-colnames(act.table.10) act.se <-data.frame(matrix(NA, 4, 10)) row.names(act.se) <-levels(map$loc.gen2) names(act.se) <-colnames(act. pro.mean <-data.frame(matrix(NA, 4, 10)) row.names(pro.mean) <-levels(map$loc.gen2) names(pro.mean) <-colnames(pro.table.10) pro.se <-data.frame(matrix(NA, 4, 10)) row.names(pro.se) <-levels(map$loc.gen2) names(pro.se) <-colnames(pro. So now try to combine them. One error bar spills of the right margin, but it is not worth throwing off the whole balance of the figure. So instead I wrote a simple break at the margin to report the real value.
Might move around if re-rarefied without setting seed. So it goes.
# pdf ( phylumBarplot.pdf , height=6, width=15, useDingbats=FALSE) # postscript( phylumBarplot.eps , height=5, width=15) name.cex <-0.9 # par(mfrow=c(1,2)) layout(matrix(c(1,2,3,4), 1, 4), widths=c(1, 1, 1, 1)) par(mar=c(5,9,2,2), las=1, font.lab=1, fg= gray20 , col.axis= gray20 , col.lab= gray20 ) mids <-barplot(as.matrix(ph.mean), beside=TRUE, horiz=TRUE, las=1, xlim=c(0,.6), border= white , xlab= , axisnames=FALSE, col=c( cornflowerblue , darkorange , gray30 ), xaxt= n , font.lab=2) abline(v=c(seq(.1, .6, .1)), col= white , lwd=.5) arrows(unlist(c(ph.mean-ph.se)), unlist(c(mids)), unlist(c(ph.mean+ph.se)), unlist(c(mids)), code=3, angle=90, length=.01) axis(1, at=c(0,.1,.2,.3,.4,.5,.6), labels=c (0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60) ) legend(.40, 4, legend=c( phone , thumb , index ), pch=15, pt.cex=3, cex=1.4, col=c( gray30 , darkorange , cornflowerblue ), bty= n , y.intersp=. (1, 8, 1) Next, we want to know how communities break out between people and their phones. To do this, we make a distance matrix. In our case, we want to be able to easily explain so we use Jaccard similarity
shared richness combined richness so that we can interpret in easy language. Later, we'll also want a similarity rather than a distance, so we'll invert the distance R gives by default
. This way things with more in common have higher values, and that is easier to visualize.
Note that this was tried also with the same Canberra distance that will be used later for ordinations. Results were almost identical, but Jaccard is much easier to interpret for this sort of graph, so we use Jaccard. Also, the Jaccard calculation in the vegan package is not the one we want, so I've written one that calculates the original Jaccard similarity. This takes a bit of time since it is not compiled. Thus, this is chached so that it does not have to run every time. If rerunning with slightly different data, unchache this code chunk. So it goes. Since we want to do this several times, I'll package a few tedious routines into functions to cut down on repetative coding. First set up a data frame for the whole dataset.
bar.df <-data.frame (matrix(0,17,3) ) names(bar.df) <-c( in.th , in.ph , th.ph ) row.names(bar.df) <-unique(map$individ)
Then create the functions that will be used a few times. Each additional time, we're only interested in a few samples at a time, so run subsets through the same functions. Each starts out being named generically bar.df, but then each object gets put into a uniquely named data frame.
First we need to know how many are in each group. To make it easeier to combine side by side barplots, we'll combine them into joined data frames based on their variables (males and females, and wash and no-wash). Then one last step to invert the numbers from a distance to a similarity. (1,2,3) , 1,3), widths=c(1, 1.6, 1.6)) par(mar=c(4, 4.5, 2, 1), las=1, fg= gray20 , lheight=1, col.axis= gray20 , col.lab= gray20 ) mids <-barplot(bar.jac$mean, las=1, border= transparent , axes=FALSE, ylim=ylim, yaxs= i , # ylab= Percent of species in common ) ylab= ) mtext( Jaccard Similarity\n(as % of shared OTUs) , side=2, line=2, las=0, cex=.8) abline(h=c (.1,.2,.3,.4) , col= white , lwd=1) mtext(c( index\n&\nthumb , index\n&\nphone , thumb\n&\nphone ), side=1, line=2.1, at=c(mids), cex=.7, col= gray20 ) axis(2, col= gray20 , col.ticks= gray20 , at=c(0,.1,.2,.3,.4), labels=c(0,10,20,30, 40% )) arrows(mids, bar.jac$se.lo, mids, bar.jac$se.hi, code=3, angle=90, length=.05, col= gray40 ) mtext( (a) All samples , font=2, col= gray20 , line=.5) # par(mar=c(4, 2, 2, 1)) mids <-barplot(bar.wnw$mean, las=1, col=c( gray80 , gray50 ), border= transparent , axes=FALSE, ylim=ylim, yaxs= i ) abline(h=c (.1,.2,.3,.4 1,.2,.3,.4) (c(mids[c(1,3,5 Isn't that nice? So this figure tells us a couple of really interesting things about the world that we didn't know before! For instance, about 32% of the bacterial taxa we find on our own index finger are also found on the opposing thumb. And (even though fewer) about 22% are also found on our phones! That general pattern is repeated regardless of whether we are looking at men or women, but interestingly, women seem to have more taxa in common with their phones. And your two fingers have more in common if you did not wash your hands.
We can use simple paired t-tests to check some of the patterns in the plots. For instance: Is the first difference significant (are fingers closer to one another than either finger compared to phones)? First, we again need to invert distances to similarities for easier interpretation (already did this in summary tables, but now for raw distance data frames). Very little to report there. That is a question that should be asked a bit more elegantly. In our case, we collected the data just in case it showed up as important.
One last barplot to show whether or not our phones are more indicative of our own microbiome. The workflow will be pretty much the same, but we are picking out:
• the similarities of each person's index finger compared to their own phone, and • each person's finger compared to the average distance to everyone else's phone And make the plot.
# pdf ( resemblePhone.pdf , width=2.5, height=3) # postscript( resemblePhone.eps , width=2.5, height=3) par(mar=c(3, 4.5, 2, 1), las=1, col.axis= gray20 , col.lab= gray20 , fg= gray20 ) mids <-barplot(bar.others$mean, las=1, border= transparent , axes=FALSE, ylim=c(0,.3), yaxs= i , # ylab= Percent of species in common ) ylab= ) mtext( Jaccard Similarity\n(as % of shared OTUs) , side=2, line=2.2, las=0) abline(h=seq(0, .3, .05), col= white , lwd=1) mtext(c( index &\nown\nphone , index &\nother\nphones ), side=1, line=1.6, at=c(mids), cex=.8, col= gray20 ) axis(2, col= gray20 , col.ticks= gray20 , at=c(0,.1,.2,.3), labels=c(0,10,20, 30% )) arrows(mids, bar.others$se.lo, mids, bar.others$se.hi, code=3, angle=90, length=.05, col= gray40 ) mtext( Does your phone\nresemble you? , font=2, col= gray20 ) So yes, your phone might be able to identify you. Or in other words, we see some evidence that the microbial assemblages on our phones are perhaps extensions of our own, and that they are to some degree personalized to us! But this distance might just be driven by women, so quick check to see if this result varies by gender. It is lower power, so can't really be compared directly to the test above, but gives us an idea. And make the plots.
# pdf ( resembleWomen.pdf , width=2.5, height=3) par(mar=c(3, 4.5, 2, 1), las=1, col.axis= gray20 , col.lab= gray20 , fg= gray20 ) mids <-barplot(bar.summary.f$mean, las=1, border= transparent , axes=FALSE, ylim=c(0,.3), yaxs= i , ylab= ) mtext( Jaccard Similarity\n(as % of shared OTUs) , side=2, line=2.2, las=0) abline(h=seq(0, .3, .05), col= white , lwd=1) mtext(c( index &\nown\nphone , index &\nother\nphones ), side=1, line=1.6, at=c(mids), cex=.8, col= gray20 ) axis(2, col= gray20 , col.ticks= gray20 , at=c(0,.1,.2,.3), labels=c(0,10,20, 30% )) arrows(mids, bar.summary.f$se.lo, mids, bar.summary.f$se.hi, code=3, angle=90, length=.05, col= gray40 ) mtext("Do women resemble\ntheir phones?", font=2, col= gray20 ) ( resembleMen.pdf , width=2.5, height=3) par(mar=c(3, 4.5, 2, 1), las=1, col.axis= gray20 , col.lab= gray20 , fg= gray20 ) mids <-barplot(bar.summary.m$mean, las=1, border= transparent , axes=FALSE, ylim=c(0,.3), yaxs= i , ylab= ) mtext( Jaccard Similarity\n(as % of shared OTUs) , side=2, line=2.2, las=0) abline(h=seq(0, .3, .05), col= white , lwd=1) mtext(c( index &\nown\nphone , index &\nother\nphones ), side=1, line=1.6, at=c(mids), cex=.8, col= gray20 ) axis(2, col= gray20 , col.ticks= gray20 , at=c(0,.1,.2,.3), labels=c(0,10,20, 30% )) arrows(mids, bar.summary.m$se.lo, mids, bar.summary.m$se.hi, code=3, Yes -both sexes share, on average, more with their own phones than with everyone else's. Men share about 3.16% percent more taxa with their own than with other phones, while women share 6.27% more than they share with other people's phones.
Here's the figure that goes in the manuscript.
# pdf ( resemblePhone.pdf , width=5, height=4) # postscript( resemblePhone.eps , width=5, height=4) line=2.6 xl1 <-0.2 xl2 <-2.4 layout(matrix(c(1:3), 1, 3), widths=c(1.35, 1, 1)) par(mar=c(4, 5, 2, 1), las=1, col.axis= gray20 , col.lab= gray20 , fg= gray20 ) mids <-barplot(bar.others$mean, las=1, border= transparent , axes=FALSE, ylim=c(0,.3), yaxs= i , ylab= , col=c( gray80 , gray50 )) mtext( Jaccard Similarity\n(as % of shared OTUs) , side=2, line=2.2, las=0, at=.14) abline(h=seq(0, .3, .05), col= white , lwd=1) mtext(c( index &\nown\nphone , index &\nother\nphones ), side=1, line=line, at=c(mids), cex=.8, col= gray20 ) axis(2, col= gray20 , col.ticks= gray20 , at=c(0,.1,.2,.25), labels=c(0,10,20, 25% )) arrows(mids, bar.others$se.lo, mids, bar.others$se.hi, code=3, angle=90, length=.05, col= gray40 ) mtext( All\nparticipants , font=2, col= gray20 , line=-2) par(xpd=TRUE) segments(xl1, 0, xl2, 0, col= gray30 ) par (mar=c(4, 1, 2, 1) , las=1, col.axis= gray20 , col.lab= gray20 , fg= gray20 , xpd=FALSE) mids <-barplot(bar.summary.f$mean, las=1, border= transparent , axes=FALSE, ylim=c(0,.3), yaxs= i , ylab= , col=c( gray80 , gray50 )) abline(h=seq(0, .3, .05), col= white , lwd=1) mtext(c( index &\nown\nphone , index &\nother\nphones ), side=1, line=line, at=c(mids), cex=.8, col= gray20 ) arrows(mids, bar.summary.f$se.lo, mids, bar.summary.f$se.hi, code=3, angle=90, length=.05, col= gray40 ) mtext("Only\nwomen", font=2, col= gray20 , line=-2) par(xpd=TRUE) segments(xl1, 0, xl2, 0, col= gray30 ) par(mar=c(4, 1, 2, 1), las=1, col.axis= gray20 , col.lab= gray20 , fg= gray20 ) mids <-barplot(bar.summary.m$mean, las=1, border= transparent , axes=FALSE, ylim=c(0,.3), yaxs= i , ylab= , col=c( gray80 , gray50 )) abline(h=seq(0, .3, .05), col= white , lwd=1) mtext(c( index &\nown\nphone , index &\nother\nphones ), side=1, line=line, at=c(mids), cex=.8, col= gray20 ) arrows(mids, bar.summary.m$se.lo, mids, bar.summary.m$se.hi, code=3, angle=90, length=.05, col= gray40 ) mtext("Only\nmen", font=2, col= gray20 , line=-2) par(xpd=TRUE) segments(xl1, 0, xl2, 0, col= gray30 )
# dev.off()
That includes the very rare long tail of OTUs in the dataset. How about the most common OTUs? sortSums <-sort(colSums(rw.7k))/sum(rw.7k) plot(rev(sortSums), las=1, pch= . , cex=3, bty= l ) the.1percent <-length(which(sortSums > .001))
It looks like 79 of the OTUs represent more than 0.1% of the dataset. So the next move is to see how many of these (for each person) are shared between index and phone, and also between index and thumb. Table 6 : Shared OTUs (more than 0.1 percent relative abundance)
Community differences -Ordination and Discriminant Analysis
Do the fingers of men and women harbor different types of bacteria? Previous research says yes. In the current study, some people washed hands and some didn't. So we should find out if we have a balanced study (i.e., relatively even numbers in all four categories?). The answer is, of course, somewhat funny, though not significantly funny.
gender.wash <- Anyway, the sample is reasonably well balanced. PERMANOVA tests like adonis are not necessarily robust to big inbalances, but probably not a problem for us.
We'll use the Canberra distance, since we expect most of the abundant taxa to overlap -we are interested in differences among the relatively rare OTUs. Compared to the easily interpretable Jaccard index used above, these sophisticated dissimilarities tend to be more mathematically satisfying for ordination. If we look at an NMDS of all samples, it looks like there is a separation between fingers and phones, but not between finger types. Not too surprising given what we saw in the bar plots above. Notice that the ordination gets put into a generic object n to save on typing but also to make it easier to switch distance matrices or nmds objects later.
rw.7k.can <-vegdist(rw.7k, canberra )
Create NMDS.
rw.7k.nmds.can <-bestnmds(rw.7k.can, k=2)
If we emphasize gender, it seems that men and women fall in different parts of the plot, and their communities, when considering all samples, are very significantly different. ( topright , legend=c( index , thumb , phone ), pch=16, col=c( cornflowerblue , darkorange , gray40 ) , bty= n , pt.cex=1.5)
Earlier, we created sets of variables that combine sample location with gender -this now allows the use of ellipses to visualize confidence intervals in the ordination.
It would be ideal if we could get most information only from sampling a single finger in future cell phone monitoring studies, instead of looking at both index fingers and thumbs. This ordination displays both fingers and phones.
# pdf ( ordinationGenderBothFingers.pdf , height=4, width=8) par(mfrow=c(1,2)) par(mar=c(2,2,2,1), las=0) plot(n$points, type= n , ann=FALSE, xaxt= n , yaxt= n ) mtext( NMDS 1 , side=1, line=.3, col= gray40 , adj=1) mtext( NMDS 2 , side=2, line=.0, col= gray40 , adj=1) points(n$points[intersect(m,finger), ], pch=21, cex=2, col= gray , bg= white ) points(n$points[intersect(m,p), ], pch=21, cex=2, col= gray , bg= white ) ordiellipse(n, groups=map$loc.gen, show.groups= phone.f , draw= polygon , col= gray80 ) ordiellipse(n, groups=map$loc.gen, show.groups= phone.f , 2,1,2,2) , las=0) plot(n$points, type= n , ann=FALSE, xaxt= n , yaxt= n ) mtext( NMDS 1 , side=1, line=.3, col= gray40 , adj=1) #mtext ( NMDS 2 , side=2, line=.0, col= gray40 , adj=1) points(n$points[intersect(f,finger), ], pch=21, cex=2, col= gray , bg= white ) points(n$points[intersect(f,p), ], pch=21, cex=2, col= gray , bg= white ) ordiellipse(n, groups=map$loc.gen, show.groups= phone.m , draw= polygon , col= gray80 ) ordiellipse(n, groups=map$loc.gen, show.groups= phone.m , draw= lines , lwd=1.2, col= gray80 ) ordiellipse(n, groups=map$loc.gen2, show.groups= finger.m , draw= polygon , col= cornflowerblue ) ordiellipse(n, groups=map$loc.gen2, show.groups= finger.m , draw= lines , lwd=1.2, col= gray80 ) points(n$points[intersect(m,finger), ], pch=21, cex=2.5, col= gray30 , bg=rgb(100/255, 149/255, 237/255, .8)) # cornflowerblue points(n$points[intersect(m,p), ], pch=21, cex=2.5, col= gray30 , bg=rgb(0,0,0, .5)) # text (5, 5, Males , font=2, cex=2, col= gray40 ) legend( bottomright , legend=c( phone , finger ), pch=21, bty= n , y.intersp=.9, pt.bg=c( gray40 , cornflowerblue ), col= gray30 , cex=1, pt.cex=1.5) mtext( (b) Males , line=.2, font=2, cex=1.5, adj=0) # pdf ( ordinationGenderIndex.pdf , height=4, width=8) # postscript( ordinationGenderIndex.eps , height=4, width=8) par(mfrow=c(1,2)) par(mar=c(2,2,2,1), las=0) plot(n$points, type= n , ann=FALSE, xaxt= n , yaxt= n ) mtext( NMDS 1 , side=1, line=.3, col= gray40 , adj=1) mtext( NMDS 2 , side=2, line=.0, col= gray40 , adj=1) points(n$points[intersect(m,index), ], pch=21, cex=2, col= gray , bg= white ) points(n$points[intersect(m,p), ], pch=21, cex=2, col= gray , bg= white ) ordiellipse(n, groups=map$loc.gen, show.groups= phone.f , draw= polygon , col= gray80 ) ordiellipse(n, groups=map$loc.gen, show.groups= phone.f , draw= lines , lwd=1.2, col= gray80 ) ordiellipse(n, groups=map$loc.gen, show.groups= index.f , draw= polygon , col= cornflowerblue ) ordiellipse(n, groups=map$loc.gen, show.groups= index.f ,
# dev.off()
It seems clear that women and men are falling out in different parts of the ordination. And in fact the difference is significant for both phones and fingers -gender makes a difference. Phones, maybe -but also underpowered. Fingers, definitely, but this includes all fingers together which is pseudoreplication. Best to rely on just one finger.
Do index fingers tell the whole story? Or are both fingers together more powerful? It is a tough question because it is an unbalanced comparison, but the nmds above makes it clear that the significant separation from phones is evident even when only using an index and not grouping both fingers.
can.index.phone.f <-as.dist ( Index fingers alone seem to explain the most variation. R 2 is higher, though the F values are slightly lower due to less statistical power. This indicates that index alone is a good finger to use in further studies. Additionally, women don't show a significant difference from the communities on their phones, while men do! Perhaps women will be easier to track by their phones? This contrasts slightly from the results above that say that both men and women share more OTUs with their phones than other people's phones. So this indicates that whether the phone can be used to track person microbiomes will depend on how we look at the data.
ls()

